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Client	Letter	for	October	2011

Our performance last month was poor – not in an absolute sense – we were just down a slither in
our USA account – but it was our worst ever month relative to market. The relatively poor
performance has continued into November and we are down a couple more percent.

To anyone who heard us pitch on our recent marketing tour you will know how our portfolio is
constructed. There are three bundles.

1. We have a collection of core longs – usually better-than-average businesses held on a long
time timetable – the average size of the position is large (7 percent). We tend to hold the
stock and the currency. The right benchmark for this portfolio is probably the MSCI global
index – though we expect probably to outperform it over a long time but with a little less
volatility. (The stocks in the core portfolio are very conservative.)

2. We have a very diverse collection of shorts, mostly frauds and stock promotes. Average
position size here is small (well under 1 percent). Risks on any individual position are large –
but we control this by having the position size being small. We also control the aggregate
risk by having the aggregate position size being modest and trying to remain net long on a
beta-adjusted basis.

3. We do asymmetric bets – any situation with capped losses and much larger possible gains.
Statistically most of these should fail – and we have failed in more than half we have ever
put on. However they give us rip-roaring good returns when they worked. They mostly
worked in the first half of 2011 and that explained some of our excellent returns.

Our really good months early this year came largely from winning asymmetric positions. But every
asymmetric position we put on in 2010 lost (with the result that our separate accounts only scored 9
percent in USD over the year).

The last six weeks have been just like 2010. Every asymmetric bet in the portfolio came off badly.

We bet against the takeover of Blackboard. Failed. We bet against the takeover of Harbin Electric.
Failed. We bet against Silvercorp (something John blogged about). Failed. We bet against the
takeover of China Fire and Security Group (also something John blogged about). Failed. We also have
one more asymmetric bet on a fraud which is not working well. We don't plan on naming it.

That we had only modest losses when almost everything we touched turned to dust speaks more to
our risk management (Simon) than our judgment as to which positions to put on (John). John wishes
to thank Simon again for keeping position sizes way below the formal limits we have. Simon is – as
per usual – petrified of the things that can go wrong in the markets. And John thanks him for it.

The Trina Solar Magic Pudding

August and September benefited by a single Magic-Pudding position. The Magic-Pudding is an
Australian children's story (being part of the adventures of Barnacle Bill and Bunyip Bluegum) in
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which there is a pudding (a “magic-pudding”) which no-matter how much is eaten reforms, only to
be eaten again. Trina Solar was our magic-pudding.

We invested about 3 percent of the fund in put options over Trina and more or less continuously
cashed it (eventually cashing over 6 percent of the portfolio). At the beginning of October we still
had about 9 percent of the portfolio in the position. We continued (slowly) cashing it during October
with Simon always urging cashing more and John always prepared to let the position run. (We still
cashed more – but not as much as Simon wanted.)  We probably should have cashed the lot – and
our failure to keep cashing cost us a few percentage points this month. That said we could be totally
wrong about Trina and make a profit – we have cashed enough along the way.

In October the magic-pudding ran dry.  John is still of the view that Trina Solar fails and relatively
rapidly. The company can only survive with almost endless forbearance from Chinese banks. And
therein is the risk – the State controlled Chinese banks are – if not stupid – prepared to make very
bad loans for political reasons and they may lend to solar companies for reasons that are beyond our
ability to comprehend. Forbes recently published an article on just how much the Chinese state-
controlled banks have lent to solar companies. Our remaining (relatively small) Trina bet is
effectively a bet against an irrational Chinese state. It may not be a good bet.

Asymetric positions arise opportunistically. We have one which we think will be good (but on which
we are losing now). We wish our wins-and-losses on the asymmetric bets were more evenly placed
(allowing us to take some of the excess wins from earlier this year and scatter them like pixie dust in
this month's returns). But none of that is possible.

What is possible is to keep fine-tuning our long portfolio (which is done infrequently) and fine-tuning
our diversified short portfolio (which is done at least weekly) and to grind out a reasonable
background performance over which we can take opportunistic bets. We hope to manage that.

And when we do take our high-risk, high-return positions the aggregate risk will be small enough
that if they disappoint (as they have in the last six weeks) then we (meaning you) won't bleed too
hard. We don't aim not to lose money – we just aim to keep the losses manageable. In October we
think we have succeeded in this (and largely thanks to Simon, not to John).

Thanks again for the trust you have put in us.

John
Simon
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Portfolio	Management
Long% Short% Net Long%

USA Reference Account 122.2 46.4 75.8
Australian Reference Account 122.2 46.2 76.0

Performance	Data	1
Reference Account Monthly Performance

1 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.   All dividends
received and earnings of the fund are retained and reinvested in the account.  The volatility of the account
may differ materially from comparable indices.  The comparison index used by the advisor increased by 10.7%
in USD and 3.0% in AUD during the month and since inception of the account has increased by 28.8% in USD
and decreased by 1.4% in AUD terms.  Past results are not indicative of future returns.

USA Australia
Bronte Managed Acc. -0.27% -7.67%
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